Image registration is mapping different images of the same scene which have undergone changes due to time, position or inherent changes in the image. In medical images these may be due to motion artifact, breathing, heartbeat, etc which are difficult to register only by rigid registration and need a local transformation to correct the deformations that are elastic in nature at the local level. This is corrected by applying elastic registration applied to the initially rigid registered images. Such mapping of coordinates of the image that has undergone transformation on account of one or a combination of these factors calls for hybrid registration. A number of elastic registration methods as applied to medical imaging have been discussed in this paper and results for hybrid registration of pre contrast and post contrast abdominal CT images are shown. The resulting images show increase in correlation coefficient and Mutual information after hybrid registration, a decrease in Mean square error with differences being minimised after registration. This helps in improving diagnostic accuracy.
INTRODUCTION
The objective of image registration is to bring different images of the same scene into same spatial coordinates. Images under consideration are images of the same scene usually called the reference and study images wherein the study image is compared to the reference image. Study image is the image that may have been acquired at a different point of time, from a different angle or may have been acquired from a different sensor or undergone some deformation on its own compared to that of the reference image. In such a situation matching or comparison of the two images to detect the change becomes difficult because the reference and study images are not in same spatial coordinates. Image registration is the process that helps to map the coordinates of the study image to that of the reference image [1] .
Registration is necessary for (i) integrating information obtained from different sensors (ii) extracting changes in images taken at different time or under different conditions (iii) for 3 dimensional reconstruction of images taken from different views. Registration methods can broadly be categorized into three research areas. It is used in (i) Computer vision and Pattern recognition for the purpose of segmentation, object recognition, motion tracking, character recognition etc. (ii) Remote Sensing to obtain valuable information in fields like agriculture, oceanography, mineral exploration, forestry etc. and (iii) Medical Image Analysis for tumor detection, dose administration, localization of disease etc.
Image registration in medical imaging
Most of the work in medical image registration has seen tremendous growth since 1980's [2] [3] with new and efficient techniques [4] still being explored. Josien P.W. Pluim and J.Michael Fitzpatrick [5] surveyed the publications on medical image registration from 1988 till 2003 using PubMed and ISI Web of Science. They found that publications on medical image registration greatly increased from 1993 to 2003, showing more publications using PET and SPECT images were available with publications in CT and MRI being relatively constant in that decade. IT also brought forth that intra operative and elastic registration had tremendous scope for research. In medical imaging, registration has been used for combining information from different modalities for example to register cardiac images from different modalities [6] and in minimally invasive spine surgery [7] , for navigational guidance in orthopedic surgery [8] etc. Image registration is also used for improving diagnostic accuracy for example in locating lung nodules in chest radiograph images by suppressing ribs and clavicles [9] , to observe interval growth in the lung nodules in chest during initial and follow up CT (Computed Tomography) scan [10] , compensate for artifacts due to patient movement during Digital subtraction angiography [11] for registering fixed and moving ultrasound images to correct deformation due to patient positioning, heartbeat, respiration to guide in intra operative surgical applications [12] , [13] , registering x-ray mammography images for detection of breast cancer in early stages, diagnosing benign and malignant tissues in breast using 3D MRI (Magnetic resonance imaging) [14] or even for retinal eye fundus images in [15] during diabetic retinotherapy to evaluate growth of retinal diseases.
Rigid and Elastic registration
In medical imaging, initially most of the work was confined to rigid registration of brain images because there is relatively little change in brain shape or position within the skull over the relatively short periods between scans. Only translation or rotation transformation on the image is able to correct the rotational or translational differences in the images. Rigid registration was then extended to affine registration to include shear and scaling differences in the images. Further non rigid registration was applied to images of more deformable organs [16] like liver, kidney, heart etc. In brain, the structure of skull, ribs in the chest, bones in orthopaedic images provide rigid landmarks or features for registration. Challenge in registration of images of involuntary organs is unavailability of such rigid features. These images are not only affected by global deformations but also suffer from local non rigid deformations. Hence to register medical images having involuntary organs like abdominal CT images, hybrid registration is needed where initial registration is needed to correct translation and rotational errors during acquisition and elastic registration to correct non linear deformations. Elastic registration is seen to be an area of work that is being actively explored.
ELASTIC REGISTRATION APPLIED TO MEDICAL IMAGING
In medical images, elastic transformation may be required in case of biological changes in the anatomy over the passage of time or due to injection of some fluid called contrast agent for assessing the anatomy, patient movement, during breathing etc. Such deformations are corrected using non rigid registration technique [3] . Non rigid registration technique consists of two stages Initial registration and elastic registration. Initial registration corrects global changes like translation and rotation which occurred during image acquisition. Elastic registration provides localized stretching of images to correct local non linear deformations.
Many efforts have gone in this direction starting from applying elastic registration for brain images like use of combination of intensity based registration at global level and affine registration at local level to correct local deformations [17] , use of wavelet decomposition to reduce computational complexity registering MR images at local level my maximizing mutual information [18] . A variation to this was presented in [19] where initial registration was intensity based but local affine registration made use of features extracted which were the centres of sub-images registered initially. Pixel information of overlapping boundaries was however lost. This problem was corrected in [20] by use of a different sub division of quadrants. The methods also used Thin plate splines for elastically registering the MR images using the obtained feature points. Hybrid registration of monomodal thorax CT images [21] uses anatomical feature points located on spine etc. to detect the lung nodules. In [22] abdominal CT images were used for automatic hybrid registration with edge centroids and end points with maximum and minimum distance to edge centroids being used as feature points to register intra patient images. Use of B splines for elastic registration is made in [23] and [24] . In [24] 2D and 3D MR as well as CT brain images are registered using synthetically warped images. Intensity independent automatic registration of brain images is seen in [25] that uses cubic splines for elastic registration. Elastic registration is also applied to inter frame abdominal images for kidney reconstruction using image morphology in [26] . To choose the transformation function for application to elastic registration, a comparative study of transfer functions like weighted mean (WM), piecewise linear (PL), Thin plate splines (TPS), multiquadric (MQ) etc. can be observed in [27] .
METHODOLOGY USED Figure 1: Block diagram of hybrid image registration
The method adopted uses intensity based initial registration to correct translation and rotational differences. This is achieved using wavelet decomposition as in (1) with decomposition being carried out up to 3 levels. In equation (1), the wavelet decomposition of a function f(x)  L 2 () is defined [22] as follows. The initial registered image so obtained now needs correction at local level which requires segmentation to access the lesions in the image. So, initial registered post contrast image and the reference pre contrast image are segmented using thresholding as in [29] . Segmentation is followed by morphological opening, closing and fill operations to smooth the images. Then feature points like centroids of segmented lesions in the two images, image centroid and lesion hull points [30] are located in both the images. Corresponding feature points in the two images are then used for elastically registering the post contrast image to the pre contrast image using Thin plate splines [31] having interpolating function as given in equation (4) . 
The mean square error is computed as in equation (6)   
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